The ubiquity of smart portable devices has led to concurrency control for the mobile network becoming an area of growing concern. Conventional optimistic concurrency control techniques require retries of failed or disputed transactions, which place additional drain on the energy consumption of both the network and the smart device. We present a Distributed Later Validation Earlier Write Optimistic Concurrency Control (DLVEW) algorithm to efficiently handle transactions running on the server side without disturbing transactions running on clients. Our simulation shows an increase in throughput and reduction in both the response time and the number of missed deadlines of transactions. The corresponding reduction in contentious transactions needing to be restarted leads to a lower power cost for the network as a whole.
Introduction
Smartphone applications are placing greater demands on energy resources. Millions of smartphones and tablet devices are being used for more complex tasks, so the power consumption of the servers and network is increasing, and the battery recharge life of each phone or tablet is becoming shorter. An algorithm which reduces the energy cost of a transaction between a client (i.e. the phone) and the server will multiply to a significant energy saving across all devices in use. In particular, if the number of failed transactions due to contention can be reduced, thereby lowering the number of times a transaction must be repeated, then the overall power consumption will also be reduced.
Many applications require an asymmetrical channel whereby the frequency of read transactions requested by the client is significantly higher than the number of write transactions. Taking the example of a stock trading application; there are far more transactions involving a read-only checking of stock prices, compared to the number of transactions involving a sale or other event requiring an update transaction (i.e. users typically check far more share prices than they buy shares). A common implementation of this type of application involves the use of a broadcast disk protocol [1], whereby the database is repeatedly broadcast to the clients in its entirety. This approach means that there is no requirement for the client to send a read request to the server; the client simply waits for the requested piece of data to appear in the cycled transmission, and the server does not have to respond to individual client requests to send data. Clearly this greatly reduces the amount of traffic on the network, and the amount of requests which the server must process. This type of approach is particularly useful when a relatively small database must be read by many clients.
Earlier studies on transaction processing in wireless environments were focused on read-only transactions [2] [3] [4] . Update transactions must also be considered. Optimistic Concurrency Control (OCC) is a well-understood solution for this type of situation [5] . However these protocols tend to involve heavy use of the network in both directions to request and validate read transactions, which renders the approach less applicable to mobile networks [2] due to limited uplink bandwidth and battery life. In [6] Lee proposed a variant of the OCC algorithm suitable for a broadcast environment known as forward and backward optimistic concurrency control (FBOCC). This algorithm performs partial backward validation [7] against committed transactions at the beginning of every broadcast cycle at mobile clients. It also performs forward validation [7] against concurrently running transactions at the server (including both server transactions and update mobile transactions).
In this paper we develop a DLVEW algorithm for broadcast disk which is more efficient at handling concurrently running transactions at the server without disturbing transactions running on the client. We achieve this by changing the ordering of the validate step at the server so that it takes place after the write step (conventionally it occurs before writing). In [8] we showed that this approach is applicable as optimistic concurrency control on resource-constrained devices such as smart-phones. We now extend this work to the broadcast disk model for mobile network applications that require significantly more read transactions than write transactions. Our results show that, with this technique, the number of client-server transactions which miss their deadline due to concurrency issues is reduced. The non-intuitive ordering of the validation phase, combined with the requirement of a rerun policy, improves efficiency while reducing the energy consumption of the network.
Background and Related Work

Broadcast Disk and Optimistic Concurrency Control
Many studies have proposed transmitting data over wireless networks using data broadcasting techniques [9] [10] . The broadcast disk protocol continuously broadcasts all data objects in the database. Clients view this broadcast as a disk, accessing required data as it is broadcast. The number of mobile devices does not affect their access time (as it is read-only). This approach makes conventional concurrency control techniques inapplicable [2]. E.g. using locking techniques could lead to swamping the server with lock requests. Similarly for timestamp based techniques, communication between clients and the server is needed for every read operation to keep track of both read and write timestamp; this can be unwieldy in broadcast environments. Conventional OCC [5] cannot be directly applied to mobile transaction processing because of the communications which consume the limited uplink bandwidth and battery power [6] .
